**Minds In Motion Scholar-Athlete Scholarship Recipients (2008-2020)**

### 2008
- Jessica Brockmeyer - Northeast-AA
- Matthew Cirillo - Huntingtown
- Ava Giugliano - Fort Hill
- Brian Glassman - Owings Mills
- Jennifer Green - Owings Mills
- Daniel Mauk - Hancock
- Phillip Shriver - Smithsburg
- Michelle Tabisz - Paint Branch

### 2009
- Lindsay Chetelat - Stephen Decatur
- Kyle Fairchild - Chesapeake-AA
- Ross Gothelf - Owings Mills
- Erin McGuire - Stephen Decatur
- Shayna Sweitzer - Southern-AA
- Amelia Tenberg - Hereford
- Ross Twanmoh - Fallston
- Kurt Winter - Chesapeake-AA

### 2010
- Mark Bradley - Easton
- Joseph Cuff, Jr. - Liberty
- Ryan Delaney - Mountain Ridge
- Lindsey DiAntonio - Marriotts Ridge
- Elizabeth French - Century
- Devon Harman - Stephen Decatur
- Rachel Novosad - Northwest
- Simon Shahinian - Winston Churchill

### 2011
- Connor Arnone - Williamsport
- Rachel Davis - Annapolis
- Marissa Friedman - Owings Mills
- Selena Guerrero-Martin - Baltimore Polytechnic
- Corey Koller - Southern-AA
- Cara McLaughlin - Leonardtown
- Daniel Shear - Pikesville
- Jordan Wool - Snow Hill

### 2012
- Evan Anderson - Hereford
- Zachary Beil - Hereford
- Katherine Buehner - Arundel
- Joseph Cleary - Baltimore Polytechnic
- Anna Davis - Parkside
- Stephanie Honig - Pikesville
- Christina Kaminsky - Glenelg
- Danielle King - C. Milton Wright
- Mark LaPointe - River Hill
- Russell Rollow - Wilde Lake
- Emily Ruppel - Loch Raven
- Katherine Usiak - Urbana
- Daniel Vitelli - Northwest

### 2013
- Natalie Alper - Atholton
- Vincent Ciattei - Perry Hall
- Chad Cowden - Boonsboro
- Kyle Dean - Queen Anne’s
- Brandon Dixon - Catonsville
- Lavinia Doan - Northern-Calvert
- Joseph Fawley - Brunswick
- Emily Hardgrove - Bethesda-Chevy Chase
- Sih Oka-Zeh - Baltimore Polytechnic
- Abigail Smucker - C. Milton Wright
- Cecilia Lapp Stoltzfus - Eleanor Roosevelt
- Timothy Virostek - Wilde Lake
- Rachel Yep - Mount Hebron

### 2014
- Daniel Beck - Stephen Decatur
- Erin Causey - Hereford
- Emma Gerhold - Smithsburg
- Brianna Hite - Calvert
- Isabella Huang - Richard Montgomery
- Connor Joyce - Broadneck
- Ryan Le Tourneau - Eleanor Roosevelt
- Jared Duker Lichtman - Montgomery Blair
- Ciara Marshall - North-East-Cecil
- Stelios Mastoras - Baltimore Polytechnic
- Emma Norman - Loch Raven
- Warren Staver - Queen Anne’s
- Kayla Annalise Truesdel - Dr. Henry A. Wise, Jr.

### 2015
- Corbin Austin - Linganore
- Adolfo Carvalho - Dulaney
- Anna Ciattei - Perry Hall
- Julia Ciattei - Perry Hall
- Natasha Freed - Gov. Thomas Johnson
- Paula Kleyman - Winston Churchill
- Annie McPherson - Dunbar
- Elizabeth Oldhouser - River Hill
- Obichi Onwukwe - Parkdale
- Emily Purnell - Mount Hebron
- Jenna Reimer - Stephen Decatur
- Matthew Sciamanna - Bohemia Manor
- Hannah Simmerman - Great Mills
- Diego Alejandro Zarate - Northwest

### 2016 (continues on next page)
- Amber Claire Allen, Old Mill
- David Dzambasow, Edgewood
- Craig Hamilton, Leonardtown
- Casey Harkins, Poolesville
- Thomas Heck, Baltimore Polytechnic
- Elizabeth Hite, Calvert
- Alicia Kozlowski, Hereford
- Claire Macatee, North Harford
- Connor McCormick, North Caroline
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2016 (cont.)
Ikechukwu Ogwuegbu, Northwestern-PG
Alexandria Okon, Laurel
Rachel A. Paroby, Oakdale
Vaughn Parts, Towson
Sam Ranck, Arundel
Michael Robinette, Smithsburg
Calvin Sempebwa, Paint Branch
Nateja Stanley, Dunbar
Grace Steffens, Queen Anne’s

2017
Veronica Chen, G.W. Carver Center
Brett Culhane, Henry E. Lackey
Conner Houtman, Parkside
Vicente Iglesias, Towson
Peter Kannam, City College
Courtney Klapka, North Harford
Lauren Murphy, Mount Hebron
Morgan Rush, Northern-Garrett
Omolola Sanusi, Seneca Valley
Paul Seibert, Clear Spring
Nehemiah Stewart, Huntingtown
Jamie Sullivan, Bowie
Haley Tiller, Reservoir
Katie Zehner, Bethesda-Chevy Chase

2018
Jeremy Carter, Linganore
Christian Ciattei, Perry Hall
Erin Heritage, Meade
Ryan Holland, Montgomery Blair
Kellianne Lee, Poolesville
Ian McGrory, Queen Anne’s
Michael Meade, North Point
Celia Parts, Towson
Amina Ra’uf, Bowie
Stephen Sabo, James M. Bennett
Sierra Smith, Aberdeen
Julianna Stevens, Fallston
Anna Stevenson, Great Mills
Diego Thompson, Baltimore City College

2019
Erika Anderson, Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
Coleman Campbell, Southern-AA
Brooke Elizabeth Ciampaglio, North Harford
Sydney Friedel, Calvert
Michaela M. Garvey, Urbana
Martin S. Jauquet, Western STES
Noah Jordan, James M. Bennett
Grant Kuehn, Towson
Sage Leone, Bohemia Manor
Nihar Majmudar, Northwest
Eliza Munns, Mount Hebron
Carla Rose, Eleanor Roosevelt
Isabelle Stepler, Brunswick
Sierra Williams, Clarksburg

2020
Evan Barnard, Hereford
Madison Buddenbohn, Edgewood
Jake Burgess, Maurice J. McDonough
Evan Demos, Aberdeen
Alexander DiBenio, Old Mill
Madison Garrigus, Atholton
Sofia Grose, Towson
Eric Gwin, Stephen Decatur
Joanne Liu, Thomas S. Wootton
Hally O’Keefe, Walkersville
David Onwonga, Parkdale
Jourdan Page, Eleanor Roosevelt
Reece Petrolle, Damascus
Grace Pula, Baltimore City College
Leo Robinson, Baltimore City College
Lillian Simmerman, Great Mills
Sincere Taylor, St. Michaels
Evan Warren, Westminster